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OMNIBUS MUSIC SALES LIMITED Feb 2016, 2016. Taschenbuch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - 'This
Best Of Adele songbook features 21 of the British singer's biggest songs so far, arranged for Piano,
Voice and Guitar with full lyrics, chord symbols and Guitar chord boxes. Including the greatest hits
from all three of her albums, as well as the chart-topping Hello, plus a brief introduction to each
album, this is the definitive Adele sheet music songbook. Since her humble beginnings at the BRIT
School in London, Adele's rise to stardom has been nothing short of meteoric. Her début release
'19' brought her instant success with singles like Chasing Pavements, Hometown Glory and Make
You Feel My Love. But it was '21' that propelled her to superstardom, with Set Fire To The Rain,
Rolling In The Deep and that performance of Someone Like You, cementing her status as pop
singer perfection. After taking a break from music, Adele's third album '25' was finally released in
2015 after much anticipation and speculation. Fans and critics alike hailed its mature themes and
Adele's well-known vocal abilities, while sales of the album broke records across the globe. Five
songs from this smash-hit album are included in this...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i will gonna read through yet again
once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Brennan Koelpin-- Brennan Koelpin

Comprehensive guide! Its this type of very good read through. It is actually writter in simple words and phrases rather than di icult to understand. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Bernie Mante PhD-- Bernie Mante PhD
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